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ABSTRACT

Everyday interactions with computers are increasingly
likely to involve elements of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Encompassing a broad spectrum of technologies and
applications, AI poses many challenges for HCI and design.
One such challenge is the need to make AI’s role in a given
system legible to the user in a meaningful way. In this paper
we employ a Research through Design (RtD) approach to
explore how this might be achieved. Building on
contemporary concerns and a thorough exploration of
related research, our RtD process reflects on designing
imagery intended to help increase AI legibility for users.
The paper makes three contributions. First, we thoroughly
explore prior research in order to critically unpack the AI
legibility problem space. Second, we respond with design
proposals whose aim is to enhance the legibility, to users, of
systems using AI. Third, we explore the role of design-led
enquiry as a tool for critically exploring the intersection
between HCI and AI research.
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INTRODUCTION

While AI’s role in our zeitgeist reflects the computing
revolution of the late 20th and early 21st centuries, the
philosophical complexities of creating artificial life have
fascinated humanity for millennia. This ongoing interest is
evident within the significant contrast between the
mythology of stories about AI (e.g. Talos, HAL9000, and I,
Robot), and the actual implementations of computer
systems which utilize AI (e.g. Google Search, Amazon
Echo, FaceApp). This distinction is manifested in how AI is
commonly imagined by the general public as machines
which exhibit qualities we associate solely with humanity
as opposed to the reality of current implementations of
AI—these existing systems compute answers using

algorithms, which, at first glance, is a significantly more
straightforward proposition than truly sentiment computers.
These apparently distinct spaces, in fact, have shared
ancestry. When Alan Turing posed the question ‘Can
machines think?’ [52] he kickstarted the conflation of the
philosophical and technical territories that we know of as
AI today. Turing had noted that humans use available data,
combined with logical reasoning, in order to learn. This was
something which he surmised might also be achievable
using a computer.
Whilst any concrete answer to Turing’s question has
remained aloof, innovations stemming from research
attempting to answer this question have given rise to a
plethora of computing techniques (e.g. expert systems,
classifiers, machine learning, neural networks). Driven by
the availability of cheap/powerful computing and
increasingly abundant data, decades of sedate progress in
AI have given way to rapid acceleration specifically around
the use of neural networks, machine learning, and deep
learning. Such progress—famously exhibited by Google
DeepMind’s game-playing AIs, which develops human-like
strategies [22]—simultaneously drives the utilization of AI
in a wide range of applications, but also gives credence to
speculation about machines which really can think.
Nonetheless the teachable, usable, and already-ubiquitous
computing techniques (which we refer to as AI) and the
‘grand challenge’ of creating a machine that can think like a
person, be emotional, and act creatively (which we also call
AI), are quite different propositions and present different
categories of problem for researchers and HCI scholars to
consider. This apparently straightforward problem of
conflated rhetoric is not to be underestimated. The AI field
is more mature than was imaginable in the 1950s, yet
Turing’s legacy helps perpetuate flawed anthropocentric
thinking [28]; it accelerates AI development in pursuit of a
strategic advantage (but when driven by grandiose visions
this leads toward palpable societal risks [10,23]); and
increases anxiety about the role of AI arguably stifling its
potential benefits [34]. While the ambiguity within the term
AI is a complex matter, in this paper we adopt a relatively
straightforward position. Whenever ‘AI’ is used to describe
a system or innovation its ‘legibility’—as the term is used
in the emerging field of Human-Data Interaction (HDI)—is
significantly reduced.
As a field of research which intersects with HCI, HDI is
becoming established [11,27,44,48]. It reflects that the data
produced through the use of computers, our interactions

transcend the devices themselves and have much broader
impact. At its core HDI proposes exploring our
relationships with data through the lenses of legibility (e.g.
clarity about data use), agency (e.g. choice about processing
data), and negotiability (e.g. how we trade off data access
for functionality). While these concepts are distinct, they
are interrelated and we can say that legibility is a necessary
precursor to agency, and multiple manifestations of agency
(or lack thereof) constitute scales of negotiability. As all
implementations of AI utilize data (e.g. using data to train
an AI model or processing data with an AI) the lenses of
HDI provide a useful means through which to consider the
socio-technical implications of AI. Given that describing an
AI system’s legibility would be achieved by designing
legibility-enabling interactions, there is a significant nexus
at the point HDI, HCI and design interact with one another.
Solving such a problem is a design challenge which by
adopting RtD also presents a powerful and relevant context
for research. As a maturing approach, debate continues
about RtD’s epistemology and methodology1. Whilst
acknowledging these discussions, entering into them in
detail is beyond the scope of the paper. This research
employs RtD for two reasons. First, prior research into AI is
multidisciplinary and made up of disparate elements that
RtD’s generative processes may meaningfully coalesce into
artifacts which through their potential for utility and novelty
are also artifacts of research. Second, AI legibility is as
much a design challenge as it is a technical or theoretical
one—it demands an array of original responses to the new
challenges introduced by AI innovation—and therefore
exploring legibility through design is a crucial constituent
of the broader research strategy.
Signs and symbols pervade the modern world, conveying
information to meet a wide range of needs. Though
academic nuances describe each of these ideas in more
detail [42,49], an obvious unifying factor is that they are
visual tools used to articulate ideas. For example, used in a
motoring context, signs provide warnings and instructions
to motorists (e.g. no entry, stop, one-way). Symbols are
more likely to be abstract, often carrying meaning by
convention (e.g. chemicals, electricity, or male/female),
they are often used as constituent parts on a sign to build up
the overall meaning. Sometimes signs and symbols are
combined together and then incorporated within or attached
to objects or products, these ‘labels’ serve a wide variety of
purposes (e.g. nutrition labels, marketing copy, or usage
instructions). In the computing domain icons appear in user
interfaces to help users in identifying the files, folders, and
other features that they need to use. Increasingly icons from
the computer world can be seen in our physical
environment (e.g. a WiFi symbol to indicate access is
This recent entry in a freely available encyclopaedia
provides a comprehensive set of reference material relating
to the RtD movement [51].
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available in a given location and relevant service logos such
as Yelp, TripAdvisor or Trustpilot). Though sometimes
purely used as a marketing device, logos are another type of
sign that can symbolically represent that endorsement or
accreditation from a particular organization (e.g. Fairtrade).
Signs, symbols, logos, labels and icons make interactions
more legible; highlighting where services are available,
indicating how to use them, what the consequences of
specific interactions might be, and communicating relevant
information (e.g. about security, accreditation, and
compatibility). In this paper we describe the process of
researching and designing a visual language which uses
cues from existing signs, symbols, icons and labels, to
describe how products and services may utilize AI, and thus
to explore how to enhance the legibility of AIs.
To this end the paper proceeds with the following sections.
First, we discuss AI in more detail to articulate the scope of
the research within the field and to review a range of prior
work related to the problems associated with diminished
legibility in this context. Next, we introduce our RtD study
including an overview of relevant research into signs and
symbols, followed by a reflective account of the design
process and its outcomes. Finally, in our discussion and
conclusion we reify the paper’s contributions; drawing
conclusions from the RtD process to shed critical light on
prior research and to describe practical implications for the
design of systems which utilize or interact with AI.
RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss AI from multiple perspectives in
order to map out why legibility for AI is a salient issue for
HCI. This includes exploring both how HDI characterizes
legibility and the crossover between issues relating to HDI
and AI. We review recent HCI literature which relates to AI
in order to position the paper’s contributions within the
field. In addition, we broaden our gaze to consider what
lessons HCI may learn from other research communities.
Initially, however, we consider how history has created an
ambiguity around AI creating a kind of definitional
dualism.
The Definitional Dualism of AI

In our introduction we already discussed how AI
simultaneously refers to the grand vision of creating a
machine with human-level general intelligence as well as
describing a range of real technologies which are in
widespread use today. We might call this AI’s definitional
dualism. The grand vision describes ‘strong’ AIs that have a
‘general’ intelligence—and were such a machine created
then the consequences of would be unavoidably
monumental [8]. On the other hand, AI also refers to
various techniques (e.g. Bayesian networks, deep learning
and artificial neural networks) which can routinely be used
to create AIs which are ‘narrow’ or ‘weak’. These are
employed today to enable a vast array of functionality (e.g.
natural language processing, facial recognition, user
profiling), which can then be applied in no-end of different

contexts (e.g. chatbots, surveillance, advertising). Both sets
of thinking have shared history, with narrow/weak AI
arguably being the result of the community’s failed
attempts to create strong/general AI. That there is shared
history further confuses attempts to distinguish between
these two AI pillars, which together manifest as AI’s
‘definitional dualism’.
Of course, this definitional dualism is not in itself
problematic, but rather is a symptom of how language and
meaning are fluid and change over time. AI is not unique in
this sense, for example the similarly buzzword-like term
‘Internet of Things’ has similar traits. Originally referring
to the use of radio frequency identifiers in supply chains it
is now simultaneously synonymous with domestic
gadgetry, smart cities, and the modern incarnation of
Weiser’s ‘ubicomp’ [54]. The linguistic flux of meaning
that occurs over time is to be expected, however, in the case
of AI the co-evolution of meaning across these two broad
interpretations of AI is unbalanced. On the one hand,
ethical and moral discussions exploring the potential
implications of strong/general AIs are hypothetical,
speculative, and rarely profitable—and as such worldleaders are quite open and happy to disclose precisely what
the field is achieving. On the other hand, the leaders in
weak/narrow AI are corporate entities, where transparency
is curtailed by the need to remain competitive. Although the
underlying computing techniques used in commercial AI
are not secret the detail of how they are incorporated into
products and services is rarely made clear. Rather, when AI
is publicized in commercial contexts it is often as a
marketing or public relations tool [cf. 57]. Hence, AI’s
dualism which is grounded in the semantics of what the
term refers to, actually extends to include the cultures
around how the term is used too. Although exploring the
proposition fully is beyond the scope of this paper, we
suggest that corporate utilization of the term AI may be
interpreted in terms of fantastical (i.e. strong/general AI)
side of the duality which simultaneously obscures or
distracts from the extent and ubiquity of how AI is used
which, although sometimes banal, has widespread impact
on users.
We note that while this paper’s internal rhetoric requires
that we discuss the distinction between strong/general and
weak/narrow AI our interest is principally interested in
contemporary, functional and practical uses of AI. Simply
put we are concerned with technologies that are in use
today, and which are referred to as AI.
Something which all such technologies have in common is
their relationship with data. For example, a facial
recognition AI such as Amazon Rekognition may be trained
on a large, pre-labelled, dataset. By being shown many
examples of ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ faces, a model learns to tell
the difference very efficiently. The resulting AI model may
then be incorporated into some other system and process
no-end of similar data. In some implementations data that

are processed by the AI may be also used as ongoing
training data. While each implementation is specific, in all
cases AIs process some form of data. The results of this can
be remarkable performance given particular tasks (e.g.
interpreting brain scans [13], identifying fake smiles [53],
devising video game strategies [6]). The data a given AI
uses is pivotal to how the AI works and how well it
functions. Oftentimes data are created by people. Hence,
when considering AI, HDI’s interest in how people and data
interact with each other is crucial.
Legibility and Human-Data Interaction

HDI is a complementary to HCI, with a focus on
individuals, the data that they create, and the algorithms
used to analyze them. In addition to the raw data that results
from specific interactions HDI takes account of pre-existing
or derived data. Analysis of data leads to inferences which
result in real-world actions whose effects could be invisible
to the individuals to who the data pertains. These inferences
may be also collated and then ‘fed back’ into a system for
further analysis. HDI acknowledges the scale of the societal
impact stemming from these assemblages of data, analysis
and interface and argues to make systems less opaque and
to enhance control for individuals. To achieve this HDI is,
necessarily, a multidisciplinary endeavor, garnering insights
and identifying routes forward aligned with computer
science (including HCI), statistics, behavioral economics
and sociology. While expansive, the diverse perspectives
which inform HDI are distilled into its three core tenets—
legibility, agency, and negotiability—and thus the enormity
of the HDI challenge is dissected into more manageable
chunks.
Legibility refers to what data is collected or processed, how
are inferences drawn from it, and what the implications of
those inferences are—making a clear distinction between
transparency (i.e. not hiding what is going on) and legibility
(i.e. making what is going on comprehensible). The agency
aspect of HDI is concerned with the capacity for individuals
to act within a data system, for example, by being able to
transfer one’s data, insist it is deleted, or to correct errors in
it. Where legibility is concerned with providing
information, agency provides the means to do something
based on that knowledge. The final attribute—
negotiability—explores the broader context in which
agency and legibility may manifest, exploring the
intricacies of ‘societal contracts’ around data usage. These
are expansive issues including the role of regulation, the
need to weigh individual rights against the greater good,
and how new cultures around data will change the social
context. Whilst HDI’s tenets overlap with each other
significantly, in this research we focus our interest through
the lens of legibility. Straightforwardly, legibility is
relevant HCI because the point at which individuals interact
with a system is arguably the most obvious useful moment
to convey information about the system’s implications.
Moreover, HCI research around embodied interactions and

data visualization is sympathetic to the aims of HDI’s
legibility attribute.
Whilst HDI’s view of legibility is cast in terms of human
relationships with data, as already discussed AI is
intrinsically bound up with data too. Hence, the aspiration
to explore AI legibility is conceptually very close to HDI
legibility. Accordingly, we are interested in exploring
questions of what AIs are used to achieve, how they
achieve those outcomes, and what the implications of the
outcomes might be. Though the role, quality, and type of
raw data is a crucial element, AI technologies have unique
attributes which we explore in the following.
Guidelines for Human-AI Interaction

Reflecting on 20 years of research relating to interactions
with AI, Amershi et al. propose and verify principles or
guidelines for human-AI interaction. The motivation for the
work is to respond to contemporary AI issues such as bias,
false-positives, unpredictability, and the impact of whether
existence of AIs are visible or “behind the scenes” [2]. Over
150 AI-related design recommendations, collated from
prior research, were considered before being distilled into
18 guidelines which aim to be generally applicable.
Through an iterative process 49 domain experts validate the
guidelines and contextualized them against 20 popular ‘AIinfused’ systems (the authors use this term—which we
adopt in this research—to refer to features which are
exposed to the user and harness AI). The 18 guidelines are
varied, sometimes referring to the provision of information
(e.g. G1, help the user understand what the system is
capable of), sometimes covering ethical issues (e.g. G6,
ensure undesirable stereotypes and biases are not
reinforced), and sometimes describing how a system might
be configured (e.g. G17, allow the user to customize what
the AI monitors and how it behaves). While the guidelines
are meaningfully validated, when viewed alongside the
diversity of related work and contextualized with examples
from real-world applications, the scope of the such a task is
clearly considerable.
Evidenced by the large number (150) of recommendations
gleaned, there is a vast range of relevant research to draw
upon—for example, insights as diverse as determining the
intelligibility of AI models driven by mathematical proof
[55]
to
survey-based-measurement
of
perceived
transparency [46]. Hence, consolidating such variety into
general guidance is a challenge that is exacerbated by
community and disciplinary idiosyncrasies (e.g. Computer
Science/Sociology, or HCI/SIGKDD/AAAI). Through the
process of validating guidance, these generalization
challenges are reflected in the not-insignificant volume of
instances where guidelines are not applicable, or they only
seem to make sense within specific applications. Moreover,
the authors acknowledge that whilst they considered ethics
and fairness, the complexity of these concepts far exceeds
the straightforwardness of how the guidance is worded (e.g.
G6, to mitigate an AI’s social bias). Although such well-

considered guidelines represent a healthy and significant
step towards designing AI systems that are more rigorously
human-centered, the designers influence will always be
paramount “it is imperative that system designers carefully
evaluate the many influences of AI technologies on people
and society” [2]. We concur with this sentiment. But
notwithstanding a designer’s responsibilities, we aim to
explore how increased legibility may provide means for
users to reap the benefits guidance (e.g. G1, make clear
what the system can do) independently.
Transparency, Interpretation and Understandable AI

There is a well-established, and growing, body of work
relating to how we might communicate aspects of AI
systems to users. An exhaustive review of this landscape is
beyond the scope of this paper, but in the following we
highlight salient work to articulate the gap in existing
research that our own study aims to contribute toward
filling.
“If the users do not trust a model they will not use it”:
focusing on classifiers (e.g. a supervised learning approach
using labelled data)—Ribeiro et al. discuss the importance
of trusting the predictions that AIs might make [47]. While
the assertion that adoption directly correlates to trust is
questionable given that oftentimes users do not have a
meaningful choice about adopting some technologies [38],
there is evidence that acceptance can be enhanced by
explaining how a system works [29]. For designers and
developers seeking trust “explanations are particularly
helpful in identifying what must be done to convert an
untrustworthy model into a trustworthy one” [47]. Riberio
et al.’s implementation of Local Interpretable Modelagnostic Explanations (LIME) is impressive and
demonstrates how it is possible to, in a way which is
“locally faithful” (i.e. computable for a specific input), to
convey to users how a given classification is rendered.
What’s more they demonstrate how explaining
classifications to users also opens up the opportunity for
users to relatively-straightforwardly help make a previously
untrustworthy model, trustworthy (where trust equates to its
ability to make an accurate classification).
LIME is one example within an extended family of research
[e.g. 1,45,55] which seeks to develop the tools and
technical foundations that can help explain—for various
purposes—what is going on within AI systems’ black
boxes. Weld and Bansal exploration of “intelligible
intelligence” is particularly useful in mapping current
efforts to articulate how specific AIs work more
comprehensible for designers, developers and users alike.
Among the wide array of issues they discuss are:
distinguishing the underlying mathematical challenges from
the human-focused HCI challenge; unpacking a wide range
of reasons why making AI intelligible matters (e.g. legal
imperatives, helping humans enhance their own
understanding, driving user acceptance, allowing users to
control AIs); defining what intelligibility actually refers to;

ranking or quantifying intelligibility; differentiating
between intelligible and inherently inscrutable models [55].
While many of these factors are necessary to understand the
challenges and drivers of AI legibility, much of the
technical detail is likely beyond the grasp of the majority of
lay users and therefore is unlikely to be particularly useful
as a design element in ‘normal’ user interfaces. However,
Weld and Bansal do raise two highly pertinent points for
legibility in their conclusion. First, that a key challenge is
the “construction of an explanation vocabulary”,
acknowledging that, given the scope of AI, this may include
relying on some form of generalization. Second, they
underscore that explanation is a social process “best thought
of as a conversation” [55]. The paper makes it clear that
properly grasping how a given AI system works in terms of
its technical components is an important factor when
attempting to elevate its legibility, but that understanding
how one might explain that whilst balancing accuracy,
completeness, and accessibility is equally significant.
Focusing more on this communication challenge, in their
currently unpublished research for IBM, Arnold et al.
consider how documents known as supplier’s declarations
of conformity may be repurposed for AI in the form of
FactSheets [5]. Building from the assumption that a lack of
trust in AI will ultimately stifle its adoption these
FactSheets are aimed at developers. The authors rightly
point out that we should be mindful that, oftentimes, the
way AI is integrated into products is via an API, and hence
the developer has no knowledge of how the underlying
model works, what data it is trained on, and so on.
Moreover, a skills gap tends to exist between those
producing and those consuming the AI service, making a
critical assessment (by the consumer) even harder. In such
circumstances “it becomes more crucial to communicate the
attributes of the artifact in a standardized way” [5]. The
FactSheets proposed are straightforward and comprise a
series of questions under a number of thematic headings
which relate to potentially problematic AI issues (e.g.,
security, explainability, and fairness). The research is
presented pragmatically exploring factors which may
influence whether such a scheme would be widely adopted.
The authors speculate that FactSheets wouldn’t need be a
legal requirement, but that market forces (e.g. users
applying pressure to developers who in turn apply pressure
to suppliers) will encourage adoption of FactSheets and
ultimately help to avoid an ‘AI market for lemons’ (e.g.
information asymmetry drives uncertainty around quality
then the resulting lack of trust harms the market). Although
they do not call for blanket regulation, the authors note that
there is unlikely to be a one-size fits all solution and that in
high-stakes arenas (e.g. health or childcare) FactSheets
could become a key part in accreditation. While the
FactSheets are described as a ‘business to business’ tool—
as with supplier’s declarations of conformity helping AI
suppliers and AI developers to develop mutual
understanding and trust—their potential role as the

foundation in enhancing consumer’s understanding of
products which have AI incorporated into them is evident.
The authors suggest FactSheets may enable initiatives for
AI not dissimilar to the Energy Star product labeling
program, or nutrition labeling on foods.
The success of nutrition labelling in helping to increase
consumer awareness about food has helped to popularize
the approach when addressing various facets of computing.
In one example a ‘Dataset Nutrition Label’ was developed
citing possible benefits including aiding data professionals
in selecting the best dataset for their purpose, enhancing
quality for those publishing data, and ultimately altering
norms toward a more conscientious engagement with data
in order to limit possible harms associated with AI [30].
Other similar schemes include schemes to enhance to
consumer choice around Internet of Things devices [7];
improving user engagement with privacy policies [32,33];
and to more effectively communicate the efficacy of
ranking algorithms [56]. Each of these endeavors struggles
with the challenge of providing full and clear information,
and the requirement to do so in a succinct and
understandable manner. Beyond the challenge of
generalization such schemes need to balance the wellevidenced changes in behavior labeling can bring about
[14,31] with similarly evidence to suggest the actual
changes may not correlate to the intentions [35]. Designing
labels for food which are comprehensible and achieve the
desired effect is demonstrably difficult. However, the
contrastingly easy-to-quantify attributes of food (e.g.
saltiness, fattiness, or protein content), when compared to
the difficult-to-define attributes of AIs, might suggest that
looking to food labeling as a solution to improving AI
legibility is a marriage of convenience rather than a rational
design.
Rader et al.’s study into algorithmic transparency highlights
some of the difficulties in meaningfully researching how
one might effectively communicate about AIs [46]. The
research uses four functions of transparency—awareness,
correctness, interpretability, accountability—and measures
the effects of different explanatory interventions on these
functions. What becomes clear is that any explanation
causes users to become more aware of algorithmic
influence, but that enhancing users’ ability to judge whether
an algorithm is behaving correctly, sensibly, or consistently
is more of a challenge. However, as noted by the authors,
separating generalizable effects from a widespread lack of
user base-knowledge (e.g. that most people don’t
understand the role of algorithms on the Facebook News
Feed at all) means that making causal links about awareness
interventions is not straightforward. In addition, the
findings derived from the walled garden of the Facebook
News Feed may be difficult to translate to other scenarios.
Nonetheless, the research did seem to suggest there may be
a link between explanation of ‘what’ an algorithm does and
user’s perception that they can judge when it is performing
correctly, and that an explanation of ‘how’ algorithms work

enhances users’ perceived ability to interpret the
algorithm’s influence. In conclusion Rader et al. raise a
thorny issue of user experience; "if the aim is to provide
information that users are not aware of, then it seems
inherently difficult to ensure that the new information does
not violate user expectations” [46]. This final point is,
perhaps, indicative of latent societal norms which are
waiting to emerge with respect to AI. As the technology
becomes domesticated, culture and society may need to
adapt to the new reality which AI is helping to create [cf.
39,50].

issues and responses relating to AI’s legibility are a good
match RtD’s attributes; for example, the designerly mindset
aiming to unify and integrate multiple perspectives [18] into
a coherent conceptual whole, and then embed that unified
whole into a tangible output [15,20,51]. By reflecting on
this process (e.g. considering the problem space, integrating
perspectives on the problem, and producing a tangible
response) RtD produces knowledge. It is the rationale for,
and details of, that reflexive process are recounted in this
section.

With this review of related work, we articulate a gap in
existing research, that the paper’s aim is to contribute
toward filling in. The discussion of ‘definitional dualism’
characterizes the widespread challenge of interpreting what
is meant when the term AI is used. Drawing on the
fledgling field of HDI we identify the ‘legibility’ tenet as a
key concept sitting at the confluence AI and HCI; in other
words, making a user’s interaction with data, algorithms,
and AI legible should be a concern for HCI research. In our
discussion of guidelines for AI and research which attempts
to communicate effectively about algorithms, data and AI,
what is clear is a widespread and uncontested agreement
across research communities that there is a need to be
addressed. Evidenced by the of perspectives on these issues
it is clear that meaningfully responding to the challenge will
take sustained and interdisciplinary effort2 reflecting a
range of research approaches and epistemological
perspectives. In the following section we explain how
design-led research should play a unique role in this
interdisciplinary response to AI’s emerging challenges and
introduce our RtD study of the space.

In addition to RtD’s integrative potential, another reason
why it is a good fit for this research dilemma is that the
problem is—in part—one relating to communication,
semiotics, and iconography. These are factors which a
design-led inquiry is well-suited to respond to. Early on in
this process we searched popular stock imagery and icon
databases to consider existing iconography relating to AI. A
significant proportion of the imagery returned in our
searches (we searched for terms including AI, Machine
Learning, Deep Learning) seemed symptomatic of the
aforementioned ‘definitional dualism’ of AI. With the
exception of images which offer some visual representation
of neural networks (e.g. figure 1a), the vast majority of the
imagery offers little to actually communicate how an AI
might work. While some iconography might suggest a
context that the AI would work in (e.g. figure 1b), no
imagery articulated how it might act, or what its
implications might be, in that context. The proliferation of
robot forms and brain-like structures (e.g. figure 1c, 1d) is
representative of the pervasive conflation of contemporary
AI techniques/advances in robots and the grand vision of
sentient machines. The lack of semantics or communication
within the imagery suggests there is scope to develop a
visual language which would help to enhance AI legibility;
where current offerings evoke AI in the abstract they do
very little to help understanding about the instance of AI.

DESIGNING FOR LEGIBILITY

While RtD is increasingly used, both in HCI and beyond
(the fourth biennial conference for RtD was held in 2019
[cf. 15]), the field is still maturing and “explicit theory
about RtD is still in its formative stage” [51]. With this in
mind, but not wishing to be swamped by ‘pre-paradigmatic’
[20] anxieties, we describe our own use of the RtD
approach pragmatically and aim to include some core
attributes which make a ‘good’ CHI design paper [cf. 21].
The prototypical designs which we present later in this
section represent a ‘designerly’ [12] response to the
challenges that the paper’s rhetoric thus far has described.
These include the fundamental issue of meaningfully
defining AI, how the needs described by HDI must be met
by HCI, the (understandable) lack of cohesion across the
wide variety of research attempting to understand AI
transparency and explanation. The abundance of disparate
We note that the related work only scratches the surface of
the broader issues further relevant reading from a range of
other disciplines including Communication [3], Philosophy
of Technology [34], Rhetoric [23] and Interdisciplinary
Humanities research [9,36].
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Considering AI’s Iconography

Figure 1. A variety of icons labelled as representing ‘AI’.

Icons and other visual cues have been a key tool for aiding
interaction with computer systems since the advent of
graphical user interfaces [42]. As new modes of interaction
have emerged it has fallen to HCI research to help develop
icons for them, e.g. auditory icons [19], icons for vehicles
[41], and icons for touch-based interactions [4]. Across all
these contexts iconography has proven to be a useful tool
for encapsulating the complexity of a particular interaction
paradigm and symbolizing its attributes for users so that
they are aided in knowing how interactions work, and hence
can begin to infer implications of the interaction. Visual
languages and iconography are aimed directly at users, in
contrast to much of the research-backed attempts to make

AI more legible discussed in our related work section.
Hence, by developing such a language there is a real
opportunity to consolidate suitable elements from the
research landscape and package specifically to aid
interaction and help communicate how AI is implemented,
to users. In sum, given the shortcomings in AI-related
iconography, the proliferation of AI into everyday products
and services, the consensus that AI legibility should be
improved, and the opportunity to repackage a range of
existing research in a format digestible by users, there is a
clear-cut case for the value of a visual language for AI.
Notes on Signs, Symbols, and Icons

Given the crucial role of signs, symbols and icons in
interaction design, HCI scholars have looked to semiotics
as a theoretical base for considering icon design. Prior
research include taxonomies of icon purpose [40],
classification of icon design elements [24], tests to rate
intuitiveness of icons [17], studies of icons’ ability to
maintain a user’s attention [37]. The language and theory of
semiotics is often used in this context. Of particular note is
the Peircean triad. Comprising the representamen (the
symbol used to represent an idea, e.g. a save icon), the
object (the actual construct being represented, e.g. data will
be saved), and the interpretant (the logical implication of
the sign, e.g. using this icon will save my data). The
relationship between object and representamen can results
in three categories of sign: indexical signs are those where
the signifier (i.e. what is on the sign) is caused by the
concept which is being signified (e.g. smoke signifies fire);
symbolic signs are those which have meaning based solely
on convention and may be culturally specific (signs
comprised of words are a good example of this, e.g. a ‘stop’
sign); iconic signs have a signifier which resembles the
signified (e.g. the paintbrush symbol in a graphics software
package) [16]. While these categories are useful as
organizing concepts, in reality it “is very rare, and some
argue impossible, to find signs that belong solely to one
category” [17] and hence apparently straightforward
assertions such as “icons are better than indices, and indices
are better than symbols” [25] do easily translate to realworld contexts. Considering the past, it is easy to critique
failed ideas such as using an icon based on a seashell to
represent the ‘C-Shell’ command processor [24].
Meanwhile the continuing ubiquity of the ‘save’ icon based
on a floppy disk has become an ongoing joke given that
floppy disks are antiquated. Hence, concretely theorizing
about a given set of symbols or iconography is almost
impossible to do. When combined with further difficulty in
predicting how or why an icon may become adopted or stay
in use, supports the hypothesis that a design-led enquiry
may be a useful first step in the process of using icons,
symbols or signs to improve AI legibility.
Designing Icons for AI Legibility

In this section we provide a reflexive account of the process
of prototyping a number of designs around AI legibility. It
is worth noting that various prior research ideas discussed

thus far not only make an argument for conducting the RtD
study in the first place but also directly inform the designs
themselves. The designs included in this section
communicate the salient aspects of the process frame the
discussion section, but the additional designs which could
not be accommodated in the paper itself are provided as
supplementary material.
Brains, Brands and Symbols

As a first step in the process we elected to explore the
stylistic elements of different visual languages. Within
these variations the aim was to keep—in Peircean terms—
the object and the interpretant relatively static, while
altering the appearance of the representamen based on the
following rationale. The three styles are illustrated below.

Figure 2. Contrasting iconographic styles.

In each case the forms were intended to be adapted and
augmented to convey additional information, however in
the first instance these we designed these icons in order to
signify ‘AI is present here’. Our first design deliberately
utilizes the sort of iconography resulting from AI’s
definitional dualism (figure 2a) and we referred to as
pictorial. The second concept explores the use of a brand
identity (figure 2b), inspired by the symbology employed
by trade organizations such as the WiFi Alliance, we
referred to this as the textual variant. The third approach,
which we referred to as the abstract variant (figure 2c) and
takes cues from the highly recognizable symbolic such as
warning signs on roads and laundry labels.
Attributes, Dimensions and Properties

Our next challenge was to consider what the vocabulary of
a visual language for AI legibility would or should be. One
purpose of the significant review of related work in this
paper is to articulate the significant scope of this challenge.
Early in the process it was evident that our efforts, while
they are well-considered and carefully thought through,
would necessarily be but a starting point—seed ideas to be
built upon, refined, and adapted and norms and cultures
relating to AI become more established. Moreover, this is
commensurate with the assertion that RtD-based research
tends to be contingent and aspirational [cf. 20].
Given our challenge relates to legibility it was paramount
that whatever attributes, dimensions or properties of AI we
wished to convey would be comprehensible without a high
degree of specialist knowledge. We also recognized the
importance of providing space for users to make their own
value-judgements based upon their own interpretations;
underlining the importance of conveying advisory
information rather than qualitative assessment. This is
somewhat akin to nutrition labels; for example, while a
product’s label may inform about high levels of sugar, the

decision about whether to eat it or not ultimately rests with
the consumer. Guided by these criteria and based on our
review of prior work we arrived six concepts to reflect
through the designs (also see figure 3).
• Presence; is AI processing taking place by using this
service, device or feature? Simply by seeing anyone of
our icons (e.g. figure 5) a user can be confident that some
form of AI processing is happening, furthermore the
placement of the icon (e.g. within a camera app) can be
used to suggest to the user which feature within
multipurpose devices or software are using AI.
• Processing Location; is the AI processing taking place
within the device, outside (i.e. in the cloud), or both?
While it may not have any direct relevance on the quality
of the AI’s processing, whether processing is taking place
locally or remotely may impact upon user perception of
accountability [46].
• Learning Scope; is the AI feature static, does it adapt
based on usage (e.g. the model is refined based on inputs)
or is does it behave as a ‘2nd order adaptive’ system (e.g.
is fed by, or feeds into, another AI). Although most AIs
function as ‘black boxes’ involving users in a meaningful
‘conversation’ [55] which begins with explaining whether
the AI will adapt based on using it, and whether that may
impact some other 3rd party system, is a straightforward
and significant part of that conversation is commensurate
with several AI guidelines for articulating how a system
may adapt over time [2].
• Training Provenance; what is the source of the training
data—proprietary, public, or the user themselves? The
qualities of the data which help to train an AI are often
directly reflected in its behavior, furthermore any ethical
issues with data are arguably inherited too, these are
demonstrably significant factors for users [5,44,46]. In
the future a more granular categorization may be useful,
but differentiating between public, private and personal
data is a useful first step highlights the value of this
information as well as the challenge in obtaining it.
• Training Data Type; what data type(s) are used for
training this AI, for example visual data, audio data,
location data? In a similar vein to the quality of an AI
being a function the quality of the data it was trained on,
the type of data it is trained is a crucial element in
reducing the opacity associated with AI black boxes [9].
• Intrinsic Labor; through normal use of the AI-enabled
feature, is ‘work’ being done for the AI operator? This
factor is somewhat different to the other in that it is hard
to ascertain and is inherently subjective. Reflecting on
how the monetization of data is driving the
commodification of users and their everyday interactions
[cf. 43]—this concept strives to communicate the value
of users’ interactions with an AI, for the AI operator (e.g.
Amazon’s speech recognition AI may benefit from being
used through its Echo devices).

Figure 3. Variants of icons reflecting AI-legibility concepts.

These factors were carefully chosen such that they
communicate concepts (i.e. the interpretant) which are
objective and thus provide the user with concrete
information. Striving for objectivity meant we had to omit
designs intended to address some critical aspects of AI; for
example, we make no attempt to suggest whether an AI is
biased or not. Whilst avoiding these concepts is a
shortcoming of our proposals, it is a necessary compromise
of the design task at this stage and does not detract from the
insights that our study offers. Given our focus is legibility,
our measure of success is the provision of information to
allow users to better form their own opinions (as opposed to
imparting value-judgements via constructs such as bias). An
exception to this is the concept of ‘intrinsic labor’ which we
included for two reasons. First, the concept resonates with
contemporary concerns relating the data it is necessary to
provide in order to use many internet services and how
those data are often monetized [26]. Defining how to
calculate such a value meaningfully is beyond the scope of
the paper, but for our purposes we suggest it is a number
which explains the amount of monetization stemming from

different AI-infused and allows such systems to be
compared to each other numerically. Intrinsic labor could,
for example, represent value gained by the AI operator, per
hour the AI system is used. The second reason for including
intrinsic labor is the study is as a proxy for various hard-todefine but theoretically quantifiable concepts (e.g. fairness
or bias) and to demonstrate that whilst such concepts are
relatively easily incorporated into a visual language, how
useful they are is a factor of how they are calculated and
what social meaning they carry.
Reflection, Refinement and Use Cases

Our RtD process hinged around exploring three styles
(figure 2) in terms of various attributes (figure 3) in terms
of the plethora of related research. This was an iterative
process, during which we adapted the designs based on ongoing reflection and critique. In supplementary material we
provide a fuller account of the design process visually, but
in this section, we describe the insights emerging from the
iterative reflection and refinement process, ultimately
leading toward considering how versions of our visual
language might be incorporated into products, devices and
services.

because the concepts are so complex or ineffable (e.g.
figure 3b). In these cases, it seems sensible to consider the
use of symbolic imagery. Another practical issue with the
pictorial style is that using multiple signs at the same time
becomes problematic. Our more symbolic styles—which
we referred to as textual and abstract—address this and are
more easily designed in a modular sense (see figure 5).
Our textual design style (figure 2b) was deliberately
developed with branding in mind. Trade bodies (e.g. the
WiFi Alliance) and regulators (e.g. Conformité Européenne,
or the Federal Communications Commission) utilize this
kind of branding to make it legible to consumers that
products conform to the expected standards (see figure 5a).
What the actual standards which organizations using these
marks adhere to differs wildly across domains, but the
brand marks play a key role in communicating to users, a
guarantee of compatibility and conformity to minimum
safety considerations. While such approaches benefit from
the so-called “feature positive effect” [31] (i.e. the presence
of any kind of label encourages a more critical though
process) it is difficult to combine this with reliably
conveying the information which is intended to enhance
legibility [35]. Moreover, that well-supported schemes of
this type have failed to be widely adopted in the technology
space [cf. 7] suggests that a reconfiguration of industry,
regulation, and consumer-demand is needed for such an
approach to succeed. Insofar as communicating the actual
attributes and AI concepts, this approach was symbolic, but
focused solely on text. Individual icons employ keywords
situated alongside the brand in order to communicate key
concepts (e.g. ‘Adaptive2’ to represent 2nd order adaptive).
Whilst we envisaged some scope to modularize this design
(e.g. using multiple keywords in a single instance) there is a
limit to how much textual information is viable to present in
a single instance (the example in figure 5a offers a
compromise).

Figure 5. Modular examples of multiple icons used together.
Figure 4. Final iterations of the abstract style into a visual and
modular language for AI legibility.

There is an interplay between the visual styles (pictorial,
textual and abstract) of our representamen and our
relationship with them as designers. Whilst the pictorial AIbrain style (figure 2a) was included in reference to the
problematic aspects of AI’s definitional dualism, an
unexpected benefit of this pictorial visual style was the
scope it created to craft iconic (as opposed to indexical or
symbolic) imagery (e.g. figure 3c). However, whilst iconic
imagery provides an advantage for some concepts for many
AI-related constructs iconic imagery difficult to develop

The abstract design style (figure 2c) became the main focus
of our iterations as it offered the most scope to engage with
the issues and draw out insights in a designerly manner.
This set of designs also seemed to minimize the
problematic aspects of the other approaches. For example,
although iconic imagery could be incorporated into the
abstract style if appropriate, it did not demand pictorials
necessarily. In addition, the textual designs derived much of
their value by association with a brand-like identity, and the
strength of that identity could potentially move the focal
point from legibility and toward identifiability (of the
brand). Finally, the form of the abstract icons lends itself to

modularity, which in turn opens up the potential for the
individual designs to be used together to produce a much
richer meaning—as vocabulary and grammar come together
to form a language.

Figure 6. Example use cases.

A number of visual concepts were explored through the
iterations (please refer to the supplementary material to
review these). In the most refined version abstract icons
form a language where small circles denote AI processing
(figure 4a), triangles denote AI learning (figure 4b),
symbols inside of large circles represent the various types
of and provenance of training data (figures 4c and 4d).
Used together and in context these abstract icons highly
how specific features, services and products interactions
with AI can be made more legible (figure 6). In line with
the expectations one might expect for an RtD exploration
the insights emerging from the work are contingent on the
ongoing AI innovation, yet they do proffer a unique
perspective on the complex and nuanced problem space of
legibility for AI—through the study we aim to surface and
make tangible some aspects of a multi-dimensional
challenge.
DISCUSSION

The design proposals in this paper are, by no means,
intended to solve or conclude the challenge of making AI
legible. Rather this work hope to make a coherent argument
for exploring specific aspects of the challenges in a unique,
and design-led, manner. With a set of interlinked challenges
as expansive of those associated with AI it is paramount
that research deals with the technical and theoretical detail
but also with the pragmatic and practical issues, which
ultimately will have a significant impact on usability and
acceptability of AI-infused products. The thorough review
of related AI research in this paper aims to highlight this
gap, and thus articulates the motivation for this research.
Meanwhile, the RtD approach allows us to utilize the
designs presented in this paper to uniquely reflects multiple
facets of prior research, and demonstrate them
straightforwardly, by focusing around the actual point of
interaction between users and AIs (as opposed to exploring
tools to help developers and designers [e.g. 2,5]). By
making AIs legible to users their interactions with AI need
not be ‘inert’. In this sense design-led research such as is
presented in this paper seems apt to act as a filter to sensecheck how state-of-the-art research into HCI and AI may be

applied to everyday interactions and circumstances. Based
on our exploration it seems that striving for an accessible
visual communication approach forces a ‘translation’ from,
for example, fundamental work in what constitutes
intelligibility [55] into an accessible constructs such as
those represented in our designs. RtD has proved an
excellent means to understand, and begin to explore
responses to this issue, but further work is certainly
necessary.
We believe this study will provide a firm and worthy
foundation for future empirical research. Using these
designs within the context of Human-Centered Design
processes for specific AI applications would help to
triangulate our insights with user perspectives, interrogating
what factors relating to AI are important to users and what
types of visual language are most understandable.
Similarly, it would be fruitful to explore, with AI domain
experts, the breadth of opinions regarding what information
may be useful to represent visually in order to enhance AI
legibility (and conversely what approaches to be wary of
and potentially detrimental). Finally, given that the impact
and ubiquity of AI is largely driven by the commercial
entities we see a significant value in understanding the
market forces which may underpin adoption of a scheme
for enhanced AI legibility by working with the purveyors of
AI services as well as policy makers. Whilst all of these
more traditional avenues for research will provide
incremental steps, with empirical support, toward more
legible AI systems, we suggest that design-led work such as
presented in this paper should play a key role in bridging
disparate disciplinary perspectives and providing a tangible
means to communicate and explore concerns of users.
While design-led research, as per the RtD school of
thought, is always epistemologically distinct to ‘scientistic’
positivism—the ‘aspirational and contingent’ [20]
knowledge and insights such processes result in should
become an established part of the AI research milieu.
Notwithstanding
RtD’s
occasionally
challenging
epistemology, the unique contribution that design-led
inquiries can play for HCI a key step toward understanding
and responding to the emerging reality of living with AI
and making our relationships with them more legible.
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